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Abstract 
Laser processing and laser surface texturing in multiple fields have become a popular topic of 
study in recent decades. Understanding the principles behind the laser irradiation mechanism is 
an essential step in choosing the most effective process parameters. Through this study, the effects 
of power and pulse duration on the structure and surface pattern of stainless steel type 304 were 
examined, and optimized laser parameters were introduced for desired laser penetration and 
heat-affected areas on the surface. The analyzed sample was prepared by using variations of pulse 
durations and different pulsed energies. Looking at the trend of change of non-dimensional tem-
perature along the surface, thickness, and center of the sample, the effects of pulse duration and 
intensity (corresponding to energy) were observed. Upon considering all the aspects of the irra-
diated spots, such as heat-affected area diameter, surface patterns, and penetration depth, the 
advantages and disadvantages of short and long pulse durations are mapped out clearly. Also, a 
new method to obtain the ablation threshold of stainless steel is introduced, and a thorough ana-
lytical solution is obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent decades, lasers involving technologies and modeling of laser material interactions have gained notable 
attention in micro/nano manufacturing fields. Some of the most important applications of lasers are treatment 
and processing of variety of metals and alloys. Laser material processing involves high concentrated heating of 
solid targets using lasers to enable several types of structural changes, such as amorphization, hardening, and 
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surface patterning, in a fast and precise manner, in micro, sub-micro, and nano scales [1] [2]. Lasers are able to 
deliver a range of very low to extremely high energy with extreme precision in dimension, spatial, and temporal 
distribution. In comparison to conventional methods, this laser approach is more flexible and reduces processing 
time, making it particularly suitable for both mass production and rapid prototyping and custom-scale manufac-
turing for a wide variety of applications such as micro-welding, drilling, cutting, and heat treatment of metals 
and alloys [3] [4].  

Laser processing can be applied in two categories based on the energy requirements: applications that require 
relatively low energy with limited structural and physical changes, such as annealing of semiconductors, and 
applications that call for high energy transforms for significant structural changes over a large volume, such as 
welding [5]. Energy transformation in any application involving lasers is fully dependent on the nature of the 
interacting material and its chemical bonding. In recent decades, there have been significant improvements, by 
development of ultra-short lasers, to increase the interaction time (pulse duration) between the laser and the ma-
terial, hence reducing the effects on the bulk material [2] [6]. Despite these improvements, ultra-short laser sys-
tems are very expensive and cannot be utilized in industries. Therefore, depending on the nature of the applica-
tion, less expensive laser systems with various pulse durations in the range of millisecond to microsecond that 
are widely available in manufacturing sectors are more popular among the manufacturers. A thorough under-
standing of the laser irradiation mechanism is required to utilize the more common lasers to their fullest effi-
ciency.   

In order to fully understand the mechanism behind laser irradiation as well as to increase the efficiency of the 
process, understanding the effects and controlling the process parameters is of utmost importance; therefore, 
choosing the most optimal pulse duration is essential to the final quality of a particular application [2] [7]. This 
study was conducted to identify the effects of key laser process parameters, such as power and pulse duration, in 
industrial laser systems on the structure and surface pattern of stainless steel 304, in order to develop an optimal 
process map for laser processing and surface texturing of materials. Also, a new method for calculation of abla-
tion threshold has been introduced for stainless steel, which can be customized for other metals and alloys. 

2. Experimental Setup 
Thin sheets of stainless steel type 304, with thickness of 0.5 mm were used for surface treatment in this study. 
The sample was irradiated with microsecond pulses to create the predetermined bullet-point patterns across its 
surface. Experiments were conducted using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser system with a peak power of 6 kW, and 
beam diameter of 20 um. For a wavelength of 1064 nm provided by this laser system, a coefficient of absorption 
of 0.3 was used for stainless steel type 304 throughout the calculations [8] [9]. 

The study was completed using variations of intensity of the laser system. The delivered intensity was con-
trolled by reducing the voltage at 25 intervals starting at 400 V to 275 V. This trend was applied to three differ-
ent pulse durations of 20 ms, 10 ms, 5 ms. Table 1 visualizes the procedure of the experiment: 

This experiment provided a very confined and controlled experimental environment for the required observa-
tions.  

Upon completing the experiment, the effects of power and pulse duration on the surface structure, heat-af- 
fected zone on the surface, depth of penetration, and the created surface patterns were fully examined. After ob-
taining a thorough map of effects of process parameters, a series of optimal parameters are presented based on 
the observations. 

 
Table 1. Laser parameters of laser processing of stainless steel.                                                            

Laser Setup 

Surface of the Sample (Stainless Steel 304) 

Spot 1 
400 V 

(J/µm2) 

Spot 2 
375 V 

(J/µm2) 

Spot 3 
350 V 

(J/µm2) 

Spot 4 
325 V 

(J/µm2) 

Spot 5 
300 V 

(J/µm2) 

Spot 6 
275 V 

(J/µm2) 

Pulse Width 20 ms 0.244 - 0.186 0.159 0.132 0.107 

Pulse Width 10 ms 0.158 0138 0.119 0.100 0.081 0.064 

Pulse Width 5 ms 0.088 0.076 0.064 0.053 0.042 - 
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3. Methodology 
Since laser processing mainly involves transformation hardening (which is dominantly a heat transfer process), 
examining the temperature distribution and modeling the thermal process from the initial stages of heating is an 
effective method to investigate the connection of process parameters with the desired outcome results [10] [11]. 
Ideally, the size and shape of the irradiated zone is required to analyze the obtained results. This information 
cannot be extracted directly by using the process parameters; thus, temperature history of the process must be 
developed to obtain the heat-affected profile of the work piece [12]. To develop the temperature history of the 
irradiated sample, the nondimensionalization method was introduced to track the changes due to each laser pa-
rameter, by calculating the non-dimensional temperature at the surface, depth, and center where the maximum 
non-dimensionaltemperature occurs [13]-[15]. This method is a simple technique for tracking the trend of 
changes occurring in laser irradiation, and is an effective step in investigating the effects of laser parameters 
upon the heat-affected profile [4] [16].  

To proceed with this method, a cylindrical symmetric flow without internal heat generation, and constant, iso-
tropic material properties was assumed; from there, a transient heat conduction equation and a proper boundary 
condition, as shown in the following, were defined to develop the temperature history of the process to estimate 
the temperature at each point [17].   

2

2

1 1T T Tr
r r r tz α
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  + = ∂ ∂ ∂∂ 

                                   (1) 

where α  is the thermal diffusivity, and is defined as k Cpα ρ= , with k being the thermal conductivity, and 
ρ  the density, and pC  the specific heat. 
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                                 (2) 

where P  is defined as the peak power delivered, η  is the fraction of energy absorbed by the surface, and 0r  
is the beam radius (in this study the beam diameter is 20 um) 

Taking into account the vast range of scale variation between the required parameters (for example, while 
temperature changing is in orders of thousands of degrees, pulse duration only changes in orders of millise-
conds), it is more convenient to define a set of non-dimensional groups, and to simplify the obtained equations 
in terms of temperature, radius, location of the spot, and the required constant values [11] [17]. The customized 
non-dimensional variables are as follow: 

2
0 0 0; ; ; 4refR r r Z z r T T t rθ τ α= = = =  

where, R  is non-dimensional radius, Z  is non-dimensional depth, θ  is non-dimensional temperature (It is 
assumed that reference temperature is the melting temperature of the material), and finally, τ  is non-dimen- 
sional time for pt t≤ . 

These non-dimensional variables are then used to simplify Equations (1) and (2). Equation (3) displays the 
simplified boundary equation [12]: 

( ) ( ) ( )2

0

exp p
Z

Q R u u
Z
θ τ τ τ

=

∂  = − − − − ∂
                            (3) 

where Q is the non-dimensional power and is defined as: 0π refQ P k r Tη=  
Taking the Laplace transform of the redefined heat conduction equation, and solving the resultant differential 

equation, we can then calculate the integral form of the temperature. Hence, the maximum surface temperatures 
of various pulse durations can be obtained to show the non-dimensional temperature profiles under each condi- 
tion. As stated, the non-dimensional temperature in this study was tracked along the radius, thickness, and center 
of the work piece. Equations (4)-(6) define these temperature profiles [12] [17]: 

( ) ( ) ( )2, 0, arctan exp
πp p

QR Z Rθ τ τ= ≈ −                            (4) 

( ) ( )0, , arctan
πp p

QR Z QZθ τ τ= ≈ −                              (5) 
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( )0,0, , for
π p

Qθ τ τ τ τ= <                                   (6) 

Comparing the temperature profiles of each case can consequently lead to estimating the most optimal process 
parameters for more efficient laser processing applications.   

An important theory to be considered when working with non-dimensional temperatures is the behaviour of 
the temperature profile in cases of constant power and constant energy. When looking at a constant power case, 
a shorter pulse duration results in a lower non-dimensional temperature [16]. This is because when constant 
power is delivered by the laser system, a shorter irradiation ime results in less heat being accumulated, and a 
lower non-dimensional temperature is achieved. On the other hand, when considering a constant energy case, 
the non-dimensional temperature is higher with shorter pulse durations [16]. This can be explained by the fact 
that with a constant amount of energy, a shorter pulse duration allows the energy less time to spread along the 
work piece. In other words, energy is delivered in a more concentrated manner with shorter pulse durations; 
hence, higher non-dimensional temperatures resulted. With this behaviour in mind, experimental observations 
were examined to determine the most optimal process parameters [16]. 

4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Heat Affected Zones and Keyhole Generation 
Multiple bullet point patterns with stated properties are created upon the surface of the indicated stainless steel 
sample. Figure 1 displays the optical images taken of the first four points of 20 ms, 10 ms, and 5 ms pulse dura-
tions, respectively. As displayed, the size and surface texture of each spot changes based on the corresponding 
intensity and pulse duration. 

Each irradiated spot displays different layers and patterns across its surface. This creation of different zones 
on the surface is due to the keyhole generation phenomenon that takes place during any laser surface texturing 
process [9] [18]. In Figure 1, each picture is almost consisted of three zones; Figure 2 displays these zones and 
creation of keyhole in more details. Figure 2(a) presents the different zones created across the surface. The out-
er area, which is indicated with the solid circle, marks the secondary heat-affected zone. The next layer shown 
with the dashed circle indicates the primary heat-affected zone (HAZ), and is the center of the penetration zone. 
Lastly the shaded area (molten area), which appears as waves on the surface of the irradiated spot, signifies the 
molten area caused by the accumulation of heat on the surface of the work piece [9] [19].   

Figure 2(b) presents the location of keyhole generation with respect to the zones created across the irradiated 
spot. In this figure, the white triangle is the primary heat-affected zone, the shaded area is the molten area, and  

 

 
Figure 1. Optical images of irradiated spots (scale bar: 30 µm).                              
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Figure 2. Surface zones and keyhole generation (scale 10 um).                     

 
larger triangle signifies the secondary heat-affected zone. When processing materials using a laser, controlling 
the size of each of these layers is an essential factor in the precision and quality of the final results. Hence, it is 
essential to identify the effects of intensity and pulse duration on these layers [9] [19]. The keyhole is generated 
in the white triangle at the center of the irradiated spot, which corresponds to the primary heat-affected zone.   

4.2. Non-D Temperature Profile: Variation of Heat Affected Zones 
The effects of power and pulse duration on the size of each indicated zone can be further examined by looking at 
the non-dimensional temperature profiles of various pulse durations across the corresponding outer diameters 
(primary heat-affected zone). Figure 3 illustrates the variation of the outer diameter (as indicated in Figure 2) 
based on intensity values.  

It is important to note that in this study intensity is obtained based on the energy delivered to the sample.  As 
expected, the diameter of the heat-affected zone increases with an increase in intensity, hence an increase in the 
delivered energy. At a constant intensity (energy per area), the shorter pulse duration results in a larger outer 
diameter. A case of a constant intensity limits the amount of available energy; therefore, when using shorter 
pulse duration, the constant energy will be delivered in a more concentrated manner, since the process is not 
long enough for the energy to spread across the material. This in turn results in a more heat accumulation, and 
therefore a larger heat-affected zone diameter is achieved using shorter pulse duration [16].  

After examining the behaviour of the outer diameter, in accordance to intensity and pulse duration, exploring 
it at various key points is essential in understanding this behaviour. The important zones at which significant 
changes occur in the behaviour of outer diameter are indicated in Figure 4. Starting with Zone 1, the trend of 
changes is as expected, and as theory suggests, the outer diameter increases with an increase in intensity, and 
shorter pulse duration results in a larger diameter value at a constant intensity. However, when zone 2 is reached, 
it can be seen that the diameters start to have similar values, particularly for 10 ms and 20 ms pulse durations. 
This turn of events suggests that the effects of pulse duration on the heat-affected zone start to decrease as the 
intensity increases. This indicates that the temperature of the material is starting to reach the ablation temperature  
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Figure 3. Outer diameter vs. intensity.                                         

 

 
Figure 4. Computed results for ablation threshold (Equation (9)).                                         

 
threshold, and that the material is reaching the saturation state. Laser ablation is generally defined as material 
removal in macroscopic scale from the surface of the work piece, due to a significant change of state, where the 
ablated amount transforms into the gas or plasma phase [20] [21]. In cases where laser radiation reaches a suffi-
ciently high intensity, the surface of the material begins to ionize and transforms into a form of dense plasma. 
When the delivered energy by the laser is increased while the pulse duration is decreased, the accumulated heat 
will eventually exceed the breakdown threshold of the material. Thus, ablation is expected, and the size of 
heat-affected zone (HAZ) reaches its saturation point [21]. Looking at zone 3, it is clear the material has reached 
the saturation point, and the diameter remains constant despite the changes in intensity. Reaching the saturation 
point suggests the material has exceeded its ablation threshold at this point, and as the intensity increases the 
material starts evaporating;, consequently, the diameter of the heat-affected zone remains constant [22]. Deter-
mining the threshold for ablation temperature is very essential in laser processing of materials.  
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4.3. Ablation Threshold of Stainless Steel  
In this work, a method to develop the ablation threshold of stainless steel along with a thorough analytical pro-
cedure is presented. This method can be further customized to accommodate the ablation thresholds of any other 
metals and alloys. 

For lasers with Gaussian beam profile, if heat propagation effects are neglected, the feature size of the ablated 
area can be calculated by [23] [24]: 

( ){ }2 22 ln lnO O th sD r Nφ φ= −                                  (7) 

where, rO is the radius of laser spot, φth(Ns) is the multi-pulse ablation threshold which depends both on the 
number of pulses and material and φO is the maximum laser flounce which is given by: 

pulse
2

2
πO

O

E
r

φ =                                        (8) 

From Equations (7) and (8), the one pulse ablation threshold of the stainless steel can be calculated by: 

( ) ( )20.52
pulse1 2 π e OD r

th OE rφ = ⋅ ⋅                                (9) 

Figure 4 shows the computed results for φth(1) at different pulse durations based on the analytical solution. 
As shown in the figure, the ablation threshold for one pulse decreases with decrease in the pulse duration. Also, 
the threshold nearly reaches zero at diameter of 60 um which is in a good agreement with our experimental re-
sults shown in Figure 3.  

Depending on the application required, the intensity and pulse duration could be varied and controlled in or-
der to reach or avoid the ablation threshold and achieve the desired results in any of the presented zones.   

4.4. Relation of Maximum Non-D Temperature, Intensity, and Non-D Power 
The trend of change in heat-affected zones can be further explained by looking at the relation between the 
maximum non-dimensional temperature, intensity, and non-dimensional power used with each indicated pulse 
durations. Figure 5 presents this comparison.  

Figure 5, the non-dimensional temperature, increases with an increase in both intensity and power. Thus, at 
higher intensity and power values, higher temperature is delivered to the materials, and a larger area is affected. 
This is in close agreement with the changes occurring in the outer diameter based on energy and intensity.  
 

 
Figure 5. Max non-dtemperature vs. intensity & non-d power (Equations (4)-(6)).                                                
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Looking closely at graph 1), at a constant non-dimensional power, shorter pulse duration results in a lower 
non-dimensional temperature. However, in graph 2) the opposite is observed: at a constant intensity, the shorter 
pulse duration develops a higher non-dimensional temperature. This corresponds with the behaviour of the outer 
diameter at different pulse durations and intensity values presented in Figure 3. It is clear the higher non-di- 
mensional temperatures result in larger heat-affected areas, and at a constant intensity the shorter pulse duration 
results in both higher non-dimensional temperature and larger outer diameter. Shorter pulse duration causes the 
delivered energy to be more concentrated on the irradiated spot, and hence increases the accumulated heat [16]. 

4.5. Non-D Temperature Profile; Surface, and Depth  
4.5.1. Effects of Laser Parameters on Surface Patterns 
The next portion of the study mainly concentrated on the changes in non-dimensional temperature along the 
surface and depth of the work piece. According to Figure 2, both outer and inner diameters change relative to 
each other with intensity and pulse durations. To demonstrate this relativity, Figure 6 displays the changes in 
the ratio of diameters with intensity. The outer to inner diameter ratio increases with an increase in intensity. 
This means that as more energy is delivered to the material, the heat-affected zone grows and inner diameter de-
creases, resulting in a larger molten zone area. It should also be noted that looking at a constant intensity, the 
shorter pulse duration results in a larger diameter ratio, which is in a close agreement with the previous analyti-
cal results.  

In Figure 2, it was observed that the indicated molten area appears as a range of waves on the surface of the 
irradiated spot. When a material surface is irradiated using a pulsed laser system, several physical processes 
such as desorption, melting, vaporization, boiling, or even spontaneous evaporation (ablation) may take place 
that could result in formation of wave-like topography on the surface of the material [22]. Multiple theories 
present the reasons for these periodic structures appearing upon the surface of the irradiated material, but they 
have mainly been related to the capillary waves [22].   

Surface pressure gradient could be an initiative for the formation of these structures. It is known that the 
pressure near the concave portion of a surface of a material is larger than on the convex parts. Upon melting of 
the surface material due to laser irradiation, this pressure difference could cause the molten liquid to move to-
wards the convex regions of the surface, resulting in the creation of wave-like patterns [25]. Another possibility 
could be the non-homogenous deposition of energy that would initiate the motion of the molten material from 
hotter regions to colder areas. However, the key element that is common in both cases is the motion of the mol-
ten material to increase the amplitude of the wave-like structures. This is contrary to the tendency of molten 
material for a wetting of its own solid, and is due to the existing surface forces acting on the liquid. This results 
in creation of the wave-like patterns on the surface of the material [26].    

 

 
Figure 6. Outer to inner diameter ratio vs. intensity.                  
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4.5.2. Non-D Temperature along the Surface 
To further understand the relation among the outer and inner diameter due to the variation of laser parameters 
effects, the non-dimensional temperature along the surface is examined. Figure 7 demonstrates this variation 
along the surface. The non-dimensional surface temperature is at its maximum at the center of the irradiated spot, 
gradually decreases along the radius of the spot, and eventually reaches a constant value at the room temperature. 
The three layers created on the surface of the irradiated spot can easily be shown along these curves. As indi-
cated in the figure by the lines on the curves, the middle zone corresponds to the molten area shown in Figure 2. 

As presented in the experimental results, at shorter pulse durations the secondary heat-affected zone (molten 
area) is significantly smaller than with the longer pulse durations; this can clearly be seen in Figure 7, as the 
solid line which is an indicator for pulse duration of 5 ms has the smallest part in the middle section of the 
curves compared to the dashed lines. A shorter pulse duration delivers the energy in a more concentrated manner; 
hence, shorter pulse durations involve rapid energy deposition and creation of vapour and plasma phases, and 
result in absence of molten area [25]. This reduces the effects of energy on the surrounding of the target area 
(heat accumulation). Therefore, the non-homogenous aspect of energy deposition is reduced, which causes the 
creation of wave-like patterns. It can be concluded that shorter pulse durations result in a better surface resolu-
tion, and smaller heat-affected zone [25]. 

4.5.3. Effects of Laser Parameters on Depth and Penetration & Non-D Temperature  
Profile at Depth 

After examining the changes across the surface of the sample, it is essential to look at the effects of laser para-
meters, particularly pulse duration, on depth and penetration of metals. Figure 8 demonstrates the trend of 
change in the non-dimensional temperature along the thickness (depth) of the sample with regards to intensity. It 
also displays the variation of the heat-affected zone at the back of the sample to the outer diameter ratio with in-
tensity. 

In Figure 8(a), the non-dimensional temperature increases as the intensity increases. This indicates that the 
penetration depth increases at higher intensities, which is in agreement with expectations: higher intensity deliv-
ers higher energy to the material; hence the laser affects a larger amount of the material. As with previous cases, 
if we consider a case of constant intensity, it can be seen that the shorter pulse duration results in a higher non- 
dimensional temperature at the depth as well; hence a deeper penetration is achieved. This is further supported 
by looking at the heat-affected area on the back of the sample, which is displayed in Figure 8(b); this graph 
presents the change in the heat-affected zone on the back of the sample as the intensity increases [12]. Back to 
outer diameter increases when increasing the intensity, which indicates that the heat-affected zone on the back of 
the samples increases with intensity as well. Therefore, in order to achieve a better surface resolution and a 
clearer and deeper penetration, shorter pulse durations should be used in the applications. However, with appli-
cations that take place on the surface of the material, such as surface annealing of stainless steel, larger pulse 
durations should be used since they resulted in a larger heat-affected zone on the surface of the materials [12].  

 

 
Figure 7. Non-dimensional temperature across the surface (Equation (4)).                           
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Figure 8. Non-D temperature at depth (Equation (5)) & back to outer diameter ratio vs. intensity.                        

5. Conclusion 
A stainless steel type 304 sample was used to investigate the effects of pulse duration and power on the surface 
structure, patterns, and penetration, during laser irradiation. Also, a method for obtaining the ablation threshold 
of stainless steel for one pulse was introduced, which could be customized for any other metals and alloys. After 
a thorough analysis, it was observed that pulse duration was an essential factor in controlling the quality of the 
final product. In order to obtain a better surface resolution with minimum damage to the surrounding areas of the 
irradiated spot, shorter pulse durations should be used. For applications involving surfaces, larger pulse dura-
tions are recommended due to their larger heat-affected zone diameters. Adjusting the intensity, that is, the 
energy delivered to the material, can control the depth of the penetration. Further, the introduced method for the 
ablation calculation showed that the ablation threshold for one pulse decreased with decrease in the pulse dura-
tion, and that the results were in very close agreement to the obtained experimental results.   
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Nomenclature 

CP specific heat, J (kg∙K)−1 V scanning speed, m/s 

Epulse laser pulse energy, J v volume, m3 

I Intensity, J/µm2 Z non-dimensional height 

k thermal conductivity, W(mK)−1 u(τ) unit step function 

Neff effective number of pulses z height, m 

P power, W  Greek Symbols 

Q non-dimensional power α thermal diffusion 

R non-dimensional radius η fraction of the surface absorption 

r radius, m θ non-dimensional temperature 

r0 radius of the beam spot, m ρ density, kg/m3 

T temperature, K τ non-dimensional time 

Tref reference temperature, K τP non-dimensional pulse width 

t time, s φo maximum laser flounce, J/µm2 

tP pulse width (duration), s φth ablation threshold, J/µm2 
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